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Introduction

2018 has been a very busy year, with projects happening throughout Scotland and England. 

The Monster and Mary Shelley, which we began to develop in 2016, premiered in April, on the 200th 
anniversary of the publication of ‘Frankenstein’. 

YOU ARE HERE!, a unique show combining live performance with 360 degree, full dome, planetarium 
film, opened in October.

Between the two shows, we have played over 50 performances to an audience of 4,000+ people.
Very many thanks to Creative Scotland and the Arts Council of England for their continued support. 

Also, to Winchester Science Centre, Airbus, The Golsoncott Foundation and The National Space Centre 
for their vital contributions to projects, without which our work could not have achieved such a high 
standard. 

And, finally, thanks to all those who have supported our performances by promoting our work and 
by coming, as audience, to participate in, engage with – and, we very much hope, enjoy – our 
productions.

The Occasion has recently set up our own Vimeo account. At present this features short video trailers of 
past and current projects. We will continue to add to it. The site can be accessed through the link: 

https://vimeo.com/theoccasion

The Occasion are full members of The Federation of Scottish Theatre.

Friday 20 & Saturday 21 April 8pm
Tron Theatre - Glasgow

tron.co.uk

Wednesday 25 April 7pm
Platform - Glasgow

platform-online.co.uk

Thursday 26 April 7.30pm
Macrobert Arts Centre - Stirling

macrobertartscentre.org

Wednesday 2 May 7.30pm
Byre Theatre - St Andrews

byretheatre.com

Thursday 3 May 7.30pm
Beacon Arts Centre - Greenock

beaconartscentre.co.uk

Friday 4 May 7.30pm
Eastgate Theatre - Peebles

eastgatearts.com

Saturday 5 May 7.30pm
The Brunton - Musselburgh

thebrunton.co.uk

Monday 7 May 8pm
Mull Theatre - Tobermory

comar.co.uk

Wednesday 9 May 8pm
SEALL at Sabhal Mòr Ostaig - Skye

seall.co.uk

Friday 11 May 8pm
Universal Hall - Findhorn

universalhall.co.uk

Saturday 12 May 8pm
Lyth Arts Centre

lytharts.org.uk

Written by Stewart Ennis, Directed by Peter Clerke, 
Performed by Catherine Gillard, 

Set Design by Ali Maclaurin, Lighting by Paul Froy, 
Music by Richard Williams.

www.theoccasiontheatre.com
#themonsterandmary

Photography: Neil Buchan-Grant & marc marnie  /  Design: Richard Williams

WINCHESTER SCIENCE CENTRE  /  24 OCT – 4 NOV 2018
WE THE CURIOUS, BRISTOL  /  9 – 11 NOV 2018

GLASGOW SCIENCE CENTRE  /  14 – 18 NOV 2018

AN OUT OF THIS WORLD ADVENTURE FOR FAMILIES!

For more information head to: www.theoccasiontheatre.com

ON TOUR  2018



THE MONSTER & MARY SHELLEY

Mary Shelley – the Gothic Girl who electrified the world.

Incorporating elements of music hall, melodrama, horror and teenage rebellion with a pulsing, 
contemporary cinematic score, The Monster and Mary Shelley explores various episodes of Mary’s 
life. These include the death of her mother, in childbirth; Mary’s formative experiences in Scotland; her 
relationship with Percy Bysshe Shelley; and the origins of her seminal novel, ‘Frankenstein’.

All of these incidents are seen through a 21st century perspective

The production premiered at The Tron Theatre, Glasgow, on April 20th before going on to tour widely 
across Scotland. The tour encompassed venues from Greenock in the West to St. Andrews in the East; 
from Peebles in the South to Lyth in the North, while also taking in the islands of Mull and Skye along the 
way. Dates further included performances in Shotts and Greenock Prisons.  

The Monster and Mary Shelley is written by Stewart Ennis and performed by Catherine Gillard. Direction 
is by Peter Clerke, music by Richard Williams (who also live voices ‘The Monster’), design by Ali 
Maclaurin, lighting design by Paul Froy and production management by David O’Neill.

‘Stewart Ennis’ captivating script sparkles, weaving the contemporary with the classical… Catherine 
Gillard delivers a tour de force performance as Mary. Highly recommended.’ HHHH

 - The Reviews Hub HHHH ★★★★

‘A vivid cut-up of psychological light and shade that gets to the dark heart of the creative urge within.’ 
 - The Herald HHHH ★★★★

‘Fascinating and hilarious… a wonderfully engaging show.’ 
 - The Wee Review HHHH ★★★
★
‘Beautifully written, masterful performance. Actress held everyone captivated. Great atmospheric 
lighting and sound… I don’t know The Occasion’s work but after tonight will look forward to getting 
to know more of it!’ 
 - Audience member, Skye

‘The play was absolutely fantastic; the writing was superb. I was totally engrossed all the way 
through. Catherine was outstanding, what an amazing actress she is. I have never heard the guys 
so quiet. They were all raving about it this morning.’ 
 - Education Centre Manager, Shotts HMP

Further Scottish dates, plus an English tour of the production, for October/ November 2019, are 
currently being booked. 



YOU ARE HERE!

YOU ARE HERE! is a unique new show that combines live theatre with an 
immersive 360˚ full dome planetarium experience.

Designed for children, aged 6-9, their families and schools’ audiences, the show sets out to discover 
‘the most incredible, remarkable, mind-blowing thing in the universe!’ With Jupiter as the ultimate ‘behind 
you’ moment, a zoom through Saturn’s rings, a voyage down to the surface of Mars and a starring 
appearance by Earth itself!

YOU ARE HERE! premiered at Winchester Science Centre and Planetarium on October 24th and has 
since toured to We the Curious, Bristol and Glasgow Science Centre. Future bookings, for Spring 2019, 
include Birmingham Thinktank and The National Space Centre, Leicester. 

YOU ARE HERE! is a collaboration between The Occasion and Winchester Science Centre and 
Planetarium, supported by Arts Council England, Airbus and The National Space Centre.
Written by Andy Cannon, performed by Catherine Gillard & Jemma Blythe, designed by Ali Maclaurin, 
music by Richard Williams and lighting design by Joe Price. Directed by Peter Clerke.

‘Plenty of imaginative audience interaction and cheeky humour… it balances the wonder of the 
planetarium with a charming narrative. A wonderful encouragement for children to check out the 
power of scientific investigation’.
 - The List HHHH 

‘A wonderful and educational trip through the universe’. 
 - What’s Good to Do HHHHH 



OTHER NEWS

The Lease

The Occasion are currently in discussion with the writer, Michael Duke, and actress, Claire Lamont about 
a new small-scale touring collaboration, provisionally titled ‘The Lease’.

Envisioned as a pitch-black comedy this will be set in a world where borders and boundaries are in a 
state of constant re-definition – and no two sides can agree on what, or where, they should be. A journey 
into absurd rivalry, lies, smears and brutality. 

‘The Lease’ will operate in a surreal, rather than a naturalistic, world. A political satire with reference to 
Fo, Albee and Brecht’s Arturo Ui. The universal examined through the mundane.

For all further details of all The Occasion’s work please go to www.theoccasiontheatre.com



For The Occasion
Co-Artistic Directors:  Peter Clerke 
    Catherine Gillard
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    Peter Clerke
    Catherine Gillard

The Occasion gratefully acknowledges support from
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